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Abstract—So far, China’s Old-age Insurance System of States Organs and Public Institutions (SOPI) and that of Enterprises operate separately. This paper reviews the status of China’s two-track system of old-age insurance, gives the differences in the system contents.
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I. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PUBLIC SECTORS AND ENTERPRISES

As a social product, Social Old-age Insurance System which affects the vital interests to all citizens shall reflect the fair principle of non-discriminatory treatment. In order to reflect this principle, the system construction protecting the rights and interests of citizens shall cover all sectors of society. However, due to the complexity of basic conditions for the formation of China’s Social Old-age Insurance System, it lacked co-ordinations at the beginning but was promoted and improved step by step gradually. In this context, the two-track system formed, namely Old-age Insurance System of SOPI and that of Enterprises operating parallelly. However, as time goes by, people working at different sectors enjoy different old-age insurances leads to sharp social contradictions, severely slowing down the pace of development of the Market Economic System. Therefore, in accordance with the objective requirements of the Construction of China’s Old-age Insurance System, the pilot reform of the unification of two different systems has been carried out by Chinese Government in some provinces and cities. In China, Old-age Insurance System of SOPI and that of Enterprises operate separately. The differences between these two systems are as follows:

A. Different Basic Modes

For enterprise employees, a system of social pooling combined with individual account has already established after continuous reform and improvement. Social pooling which is compulsory refers to unified contribution, unified management and payment of Old-age Insurance funds. Individual account which is also compulsory is a “Special Fund through Individual’s Pre-deposit”. The Government, employer and employee shall be jointly responsible for the implementation of Old-age Insurance relevant policies.

However, SOPI adopts the pay-as-you-go model which bases revenues on expenditures with slightly balances. It is a typical national security mode under which an employee does not contribute for retirement but all the responsibilities are borne by the State, and the employee can receive monthly pension after retirement.

B. Different Ways of Raising Funds

Old-age Insurance System of Enterprises has changed into partial accumulation mode from pay-as-you-go mode which was established at the beginning. After the transition, funds are collected from the enterprise and the employee separately and also are operated and administered respectively. In accordance with law, 20 percent of the total payroll collected from enterprise as Basic Old-age Insurance fees shall be fully pooled into social pooling funds. The employee shall contribute 8 percent of his/her average wage to individual account. Government will make fiscal policy to support the old-age insurance funds, and transfer the funds through budget adjustment to offset the over-expended part. So far, no laws and regulations regarding individual contribution of employees in SOPI exists, so employees in SOPI will receive their pension after their retirement from the State or Government directly.

C. Different Qualifying Conditions

Any Enterprise employee who wants to receive old-age insurance payment shall meet the following requirements: a. the person has reached the statutory retirement age and gone through procedures for retirement. b. The enterprise and the individual employee have participated in the old-age insurance program and paid contributions as stipulated by law. c. The number of years of the person’s contribution is no less than 15 years. Any employee who fails to meet the above-said requirements, he/she may be paid the amount in one lump sum equivalent to the savings from his/her Individual Account by the Social Insurance Agency.

The Qualifying conditions for employees in SOPI to receive old-age insurance payment is “to reach statutory retirement age and length of service is no less than 10 years”.
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D. Different Calculation and Payment

Old-age Insurance System of Enterprises is a defined contribution system within which an employee may receive more pension if the years of his/her contribution is longer and the payment base is higher, and otherwise lower. Any employee whose years of contribution is no less than 15 years may receive monthly pension after retirement. The benefits of employee’s basic old-age insurance are composed of basic pension and individual account pension. The amount of the basic pension is based on the mean between monthly average wage of local on-job employees and indexation of monthly average contributory wage of the beneficiary. The beneficiary will be entitled to 1% of the base amount per year of contribution. The individual account pension equals to the total balance of the account divided by the number of pensionable months.

Pension of employees in SOPI is calculated and paid in a different way, shown in Table 1.

**TABLE 1. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PENSION’S CALCULATION AND PAYMENT OF EMPLOYEES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length of Service</th>
<th>Employees in State Organs *</th>
<th>Head Employees in Public Institutions **</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage (%)</td>
<td>Percentage (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 years and less</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20 years</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-30 years</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-35 years</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 years above</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Basic wage and seniority pay are paid in full, and post wage and level of wage are paid in accordance with the following proportions.

** Percentage of the sum of post wage and allowance

In addition, the adjusting mechanisms of Old-age Insurance System of SOPI and that of Enterprise Employees are also different.

II. The Impact of the Operation of China’s Two-Track System of Old-age Insurance
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A. Growing gap between pension of employees in SOPI and that of Enterprises

There is a growing gap between pension of employees in SOPI and that of Enterprises. In 1990, as shown in Table 3-1, the per capita pension of an Enterprise retired employee was 1664 RMB, while 1889 RMB for a retired employee in Public Institutions and 2006 RMB for a retired employee in State Organs. The gap was not particularly large at that time. In 2005, the per capita pension in Enterprises, Public Institutions and State Organs was 8803 RMB, 16425 RMB and 18140 RMB respectively. The per capita pension in Public Institutions was 86.6% higher than that in Enterprises while per capita pension in State Organs was 109.1% higher than that in Enterprises. It was obvious that the gap became very large. The growth rate of the per capita pension of employees in SOPI was significantly higher than that in Enterprises.

Comparing the relative gap, if the per capita pension of SOPI is divided by the per capita pension of Enterprises, we get Table 3-2. It is apparent that, the relative gap of the per capita pension between that of enterprises and that of State Organs and Public Institutions shows a yearly widening trend. In 1990, the per capita pension of State Organs is 1.21 times of that of Enterprises; to 2005, the per capita pension of State Organs up to 2.09 times of that of Enterprises, the gap between the two average annual rates is widen by the speed of 6.8%. Similarly, in 1990, the per capita pension of Public Institutions is 1.14 times of that of Enterprises, to 2005, the per capita pension of Public Institutions up to 1.87 times of that of Enterprise, the gap between the two average annual rates is widen by the speed of 5.4%.

B. The Old-age Insurance System of SOPI results in a heavy financial burden

In the Old-age Insurance System of SOPI, an employee is not required to make any contribution, but he/she may receive the monthly pension after his/her retirement if he/she has working for a certain number of years. In the context of current market economy, such social security system causes tremendous pressure to state fiscal situation, and seriously hinders the economic and social development of our country. As shown in Table 3-1, in 1990, the total cost of the per capita pension of SOPI was 8.18 billion RMB, which increased to 182.77 billion RMB in 2005, it increased 21 times in 16 years, with an average annual growth of 23.6%, including growth up to 62.5% in 1994.

C. The Two System Cannot be Connected

As the Old-age Insurance Systems of Enterprises and that of SOPI are different in contribution, calculation and payment, tend follow-up management. The two systems cannot be connected properly, so workers cannot flow freely within the country, which greatly hinders the development of Chinese labor market, and deepens the distorting effects of Social Security system to the labor market.
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